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A Primer of Population Genetics and Genomics has been completely revised and updated to provide a concise but comprehensive
introduction to the basic concepts of population genetics and genomics. Recent textbooks have tended to focus on such
specialized topics as the coalescent, molecular evolution, human population genetics, or genomics. This primer bucks that trend
by encouraging a broader familiarity with, and understanding of, population genetics and genomics as a whole. The overview
ranges from mating systems through the causes of evolution, molecular population genetics, and the genomics of complex traits.
Interwoven are discussions of ancient DNA, gene drive, landscape genetics, identifying risk factors for complex diseases, the
genomics of adaptation and speciation, and other active areas of current research. The principles are illuminated by numerous
examples from a wide variety of animals, plants, microbes, and human populations. The approach also emphasizes learning by
doing, which in this case means solving numerical or conceptual problems. The rationale behind this is that the use of concepts in
problem-solving lead to deeper understanding and longer knowledge retention. This accessible, introductory textbook is aimed
principally at students of various levels and abilities (from senior undergraduate to postgraduate) as well as practising scientists in
the fields of population genetics, ecology, evolutionary biology, computational biology, bioinformatics, biostatistics, physics, and
mathematics.
This book takes a fresh look at programs for advanced studies for high school students in the United States, with a particular focus
on the Advanced Placement and the International Baccalaureate programs, and asks how advanced studies can be significantly
improved in general. It also examines two of the core issues surrounding these programs: they can have a profound impact on
other components of the education system and participation in the programs has become key to admission at selective institutions
of higher education. By looking at what could enhance the quality of high school advanced study programs as well as what
precedes and comes after these programs, this report provides teachers, parents, curriculum developers, administrators, college
science and mathematics faculty, and the educational research community with a detailed assessment that can be used to guide
change within advanced study programs.
Set in Canada and the battlefields of France and Belgium, Three-Day Road is a mesmerizing novel told through the eyes of
Niska—a Canadian Oji-Cree woman living off the land who is the last of a line of healers and diviners—and her nephew Xavier. At
the urging of his friend Elijah, a Cree boy raised in reserve schools, Xavier joins the war effort. Shipped off to Europe when they
are nineteen, the boys are marginalized from the Canadian soldiers not only by their native appearance but also by the fine
marksmanship that years of hunting in the bush has taught them. Both become snipers renowned for their uncanny accuracy. But
while Xavier struggles to understand the purpose of the war and to come to terms with his conscience for the many lives he has
ended, Elijah becomes obsessed with killing, taking great risks to become the most accomplished sniper in the army. Eventually
the harrowing and bloody truth of war takes its toll on the two friends in different, profound ways. Intertwined with this account is
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the story of Niska, who herself has borne witness to a lifetime of death—the death of her people. In part inspired by the legend of
Francis Pegahmagabow, the great Indian sniper of World War I, Three-Day Road is an impeccably researched and beautifully
written story that offers a searing reminder about the cost of war.
Your complete guide to a higher score on the AP Biology exam. Included in book: A review of the AP exam format and scoring,
proven strategies for answering multiple-choice questions, and hints for tackling the essay questions. A list of 14 specific mustknow principles are covered. Includes sample questions and answers for each subject. Laboratory Review includes a focused
review of all 12 AP laboratory exercises. AP Biology Practice Tests features 2 full-length practice tests that simulate the actual test
along with answers and complete explanations. AP is a registered trademark of the College Board, which was not involved in the
production of, and does not endorse, this product.
Drawing on startling new evidence from the mapping of the genome, an explosive new account of the genetic basis of race and its
role in the human story Fewer ideas have been more toxic or harmful than the idea of the biological reality of race, and with it the
idea that humans of different races are biologically different from one another. For this understandable reason, the idea has been
banished from polite academic conversation. Arguing that race is more than just a social construct can get a scholar run out of
town, or at least off campus, on a rail. Human evolution, the consensus view insists, ended in prehistory. Inconveniently, as
Nicholas Wade argues in A Troublesome Inheritance, the consensus view cannot be right. And in fact, we know that populations
have changed in the past few thousand years—to be lactose tolerant, for example, and to survive at high altitudes. Race is not a
bright-line distinction; by definition it means that the more human populations are kept apart, the more they evolve their own
distinct traits under the selective pressure known as Darwinian evolution. For many thousands of years, most human populations
stayed where they were and grew distinct, not just in outward appearance but in deeper senses as well. Wade, the longtime
journalist covering genetic advances for The New York Times, draws widely on the work of scientists who have made crucial
breakthroughs in establishing the reality of recent human evolution. The most provocative claims in this book involve the genetic
basis of human social habits. What we might call middle-class social traits—thrift, docility, nonviolence—have been slowly but surely
inculcated genetically within agrarian societies, Wade argues. These “values” obviously had a strong cultural component, but
Wade points to evidence that agrarian societies evolved away from hunter-gatherer societies in some crucial respects. Also
controversial are his findings regarding the genetic basis of traits we associate with intelligence, such as literacy and numeracy, in
certain ethnic populations, including the Chinese and Ashkenazi Jews. Wade believes deeply in the fundamental equality of all
human peoples. He also believes that science is best served by pursuing the truth without fear, and if his mission to arrive at a
coherent summa of what the new genetic science does and does not tell us about race and human history leads straight into a
minefield, then so be it. This will not be the last word on the subject, but it will begin a powerful and overdue conversation.
Field and laboratory studies; Models and evidence; Theoretical studies.
David Reich describes how the revolution in the ability to sequence ancient DNA has changed our understanding of the deep
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human past. This book tells the emerging story of our often surprising ancestry - the extraordinary ancient migrations and mixtures
of populations that have made us who we are.
Human Population Genetics and Genomics provides researchers/students with knowledge on population genetics and relevant
statistical approaches to help them become more effective users of modern genetic, genomic and statistical tools. In-depth
chapters offer thorough discussions of systems of mating, genetic drift, gene flow and subdivided populations, human population
history, genotype and phenotype, detecting selection, units and targets of natural selection, adaptation to temporally and spatially
variable environments, selection in age-structured populations, and genomics and society. As human genetics and genomics
research often employs tools and approaches derived from population genetics, this book helps users understand the basic
principles of these tools. In addition, studies often employ statistical approaches and analysis, so an understanding of basic
statistical theory is also needed. Comprehensively explains the use of population genetics and genomics in medical applications
and research Discusses the relevance of population genetics and genomics to major social issues, including race and the dangers
of modern eugenics proposals Provides an overview of how population genetics and genomics helps us understand where we
came from as a species and how we evolved into who we are now
Thirty years ago, biologists could get by with a rudimentary grasp of mathematics and modeling. Not so today. In seeking to
answer fundamental questions about how biological systems function and change over time, the modern biologist is as likely to
rely on sophisticated mathematical and computer-based models as traditional fieldwork. In this book, Sarah Otto and Troy Day
provide biology students with the tools necessary to both interpret models and to build their own. The book starts at an elementary
level of mathematical modeling, assuming that the reader has had high school mathematics and first-year calculus. Otto and Day
then gradually build in depth and complexity, from classic models in ecology and evolution to more intricate class-structured and
probabilistic models. The authors provide primers with instructive exercises to introduce readers to the more advanced subjects of
linear algebra and probability theory. Through examples, they describe how models have been used to understand such topics as
the spread of HIV, chaos, the age structure of a country, speciation, and extinction. Ecologists and evolutionary biologists today
need enough mathematical training to be able to assess the power and limits of biological models and to develop theories and
models themselves. This innovative book will be an indispensable guide to the world of mathematical models for the next
generation of biologists. A how-to guide for developing new mathematical models in biology Provides step-by-step recipes for
constructing and analyzing models Interesting biological applications Explores classical models in ecology and evolution
Questions at the end of every chapter Primers cover important mathematical topics Exercises with answers Appendixes
summarize useful rules Labs and advanced material available
Lecture Notes in Population GeneticsBy Kent E. Holsinger
Provides techniques for achieving high scores on the AP biology exam and includes two full-length practice tests.
Next Generation Science Standards identifies the science all K-12 students should know. These new standards are based on the
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National Research Council's A Framework for K-12 Science Education. The National Research Council, the National Science
Teachers Association, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and Achieve have partnered to create standards
through a collaborative state-led process. The standards are rich in content and practice and arranged in a coherent manner
across disciplines and grades to provide all students an internationally benchmarked science education. The print version of Next
Generation Science Standards complements the nextgenscience.org website and: Provides an authoritative offline reference to
the standards when creating lesson plans Arranged by grade level and by core discipline, making information quick and easy to
find Printed in full color with a lay-flat spiral binding Allows for bookmarking, highlighting, and annotating
Self-contained and reader-friendly, this volume provides a balanced blend of evolutionary theory, population genetics, and
systematics with an emphasis on the experimental approach.
"A text for a one-semester course in population genetics. It introduces students to classical population genetics (in terms of allele
and haplotype frequencies) and modern population genetics (in terms of coalescent theory). It presents numerous applications of
population genetic methods to practical problems, including testing for natural selection, detecting genetic hitchhiking and inferring
the history of populations"--Provided by publisher.
This book introduces readers to classical population genetics and the ways in which it can be applied to practical problems,
including testing for natural selection, genetic drift, genetic differentiation, population structuring, gene flow and linkage
disequilibrium. It provides a comprehensive monograph on the topic, addressing the theory, applications and evolutionary
deductions, which are clearly explained using experimental results. It also offers separate chapters on origin, establishment and
spread of chromosomal aberrations in populations along with details of culturing, maintaining and using Drosophila ananassae
(genetically unique and the most commonly used species along with D. melanogaster) for genetic research. Encompassing topics
like genetics, evolution, Drosophila genetics, population genetics, population structuring, natural selection and genetic drift in
considerable detail, it provides a valuable resource to undergraduate and postgraduate students, as well as researchers at all
level. This book explores some fundamental questions concerning the role of natural selection and genetic drift on the degree of
inversion polymorphism. India, with its wide diversity in geo-climatic conditions, provides an excellent platform to conduct such
studies. The book showcases sampling records of inversion frequencies in natural Indian populations of D. ananassae that cover
more than two decades. It highlights case studies in which sampling data on inversion frequencies was combined with that from
earlier surveys, generating a time series that allows the evolutionary dynamics of inversion polymorphism to be explored. Such
long time series are rare but nonetheless crucial for studying the evolutionary dynamics of inversion polymorphism. The populationgenetic analysis discussed is unprecedented in terms of its temporal (two decades) and spatial (most regions of India covered)
scale and investigates the patterns of polymorphic system in D. ananassae to see if there is any temporal divergence. It endeavors
to present a holistic picture of inversion polymorphism across the country (India). Chromosomal aberrations, particularly
paracentric inversions, are used as a tool for discussing population genetic studies, helping human geneticists, gynecologists and
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other medical professionals understand why some aberrations are fatal in humans, with affected embryos often not surviving the
first trimester of pregnancy, while similar aberrations in Drosophila flies aid in their adaptation to the environmental heterogeneity
across the globe.
This book is a unique synthesis of the major concepts and methods in bacterial population genetics in infectious disease, a field
that is now about 35 yrs old. Emphasis is given to explaining population-level processes that shape genetic variation in bacterial
populations and statistical methods of analysis of bacterial genetic data. A "how to" of bacterial population genetics, which covers
an extremely large range of organisms Expanding area of science due to high-throughput genome sequencing of bacterial
pathogens Covers both fundamental approaches to analyzing bacterial population structures with conceptual background in
bacterial population biology Detailed treatment of statistical methods
This impressive author team brings the wealth of advances in conservation genetics into the new edition of this introductory text,
including new chapters on population genomics and genetic issues in introduced and invasive species. They continue the strong
learning features for students - main points in the margin, chapter summaries, vital support with the mathematics, and further
reading - and now guide the reader to software and databases. Many new references reflect the expansion of this field. With
examples from mammals, birds,...
Concepts of Biology is designed for the single-semester introduction to biology course for non-science majors, which for many
students is their only college-level science course. As such, this course represents an important opportunity for students to
develop the necessary knowledge, tools, and skills to make informed decisions as they continue with their lives. Rather than being
mired down with facts and vocabulary, the typical non-science major student needs information presented in a way that is easy to
read and understand. Even more importantly, the content should be meaningful. Students do much better when they understand
why biology is relevant to their everyday lives. For these reasons, Concepts of Biology is grounded on an evolutionary basis and
includes exciting features that highlight careers in the biological sciences and everyday applications of the concepts at hand.We
also strive to show the interconnectedness of topics within this extremely broad discipline. In order to meet the needs of today's
instructors and students, we maintain the overall organization and coverage found in most syllabi for this course. A strength of
Concepts of Biology is that instructors can customize the book, adapting it to the approach that works best in their classroom.
Concepts of Biology also includes an innovative art program that incorporates critical thinking and clicker questions to help
students understand--and apply--key concepts.
Research on gene drive systems is rapidly advancing. Many proposed applications of gene drive research aim to solve
environmental and public health challenges, including the reduction of poverty and the burden of vector-borne diseases, such as
malaria and dengue, which disproportionately impact low and middle income countries. However, due to their intrinsic qualities of
rapid spread and irreversibility, gene drive systems raise many questions with respect to their safety relative to public and
environmental health. Because gene drive systems are designed to alter the environments we share in ways that will be hard to
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anticipate and impossible to completely roll back, questions about the ethics surrounding use of this research are complex and will
require very careful exploration. Gene Drives on the Horizon outlines the state of knowledge relative to the science, ethics, public
engagement, and risk assessment as they pertain to research directions of gene drive systems and governance of the research
process. This report offers principles for responsible practices of gene drive research and related applications for use by
investigators, their institutions, the research funders, and regulators.
The Princeton Guide to Ecology is a concise, authoritative one-volume reference to the field's major subjects and key concepts.
Edited by eminent ecologist Simon Levin, with contributions from an international team of leading ecologists, the book contains
more than ninety clear, accurate, and up-to-date articles on the most important topics within seven major areas: autecology,
population ecology, communities and ecosystems, landscapes and the biosphere, conservation biology, ecosystem services, and
biosphere management. Complete with more than 200 illustrations (including sixteen pages in color), a glossary of key terms, a
chronology of milestones in the field, suggestions for further reading on each topic, and an index, this is an essential volume for
undergraduate and graduate students, research ecologists, scientists in related fields, policymakers, and anyone else with a
serious interest in ecology. Explains key topics in one concise and authoritative volume Features more than ninety articles written
by an international team of leading ecologists Contains more than 200 illustrations, including sixteen pages in color Includes
glossary, chronology, suggestions for further reading, and index Covers autecology, population ecology, communities and
ecosystems, landscapes and the biosphere, conservation biology, ecosystem services, and biosphere management
"In a species with a million individuals," writes John H. Gillespie, "it takes roughly a million generations for genetic drift to change
allele frequencies appreciably. There is no conceivable way of verifying that genetic drift changes allele frequencies in most
natural populations. Our understanding that it does is entirely theoretical. Most population geneticists are not only comfortable with
this state of affairs, but revel in the fact that they can demonstrate on the back of an envelope, rather than in the laboratory, how
an important evolutionary force operates." Longer than the back of an envelope but more concise than many books on the subject,
this brief introduction to the field of population genetics offers students and researchers an overview of a discipline that is of
growing importance. Chapter topics include genetic drift; natural selection; non-random mating, quantitative genetics; and the
evolutionary advantage of sex. While each chapter treats a specific topic or problem in genetics, the common thread throughout
the book is what Gillespie calls "the main obsession of our field," the recurring question, "Why is there so much genetic variation in
natural populations?" "Population genetics remains the central intellectual connection between genetics and evolution. As genetics
becomes integral to all aspects of biology, the unifying nature of evolutionary studies rests more and more on population genetics.
This book lays out much of the foundation of population genetics augmented with interesting particulars and conceptual insight.
Population genetics involves ideas that are quantitative and often difficult for biology undergraduates, but Professor Gillespie
offershis characteristically clear thinking and articulate explanations." -- Charles Langley, University of California-Davis

Population genetics is an inherently quantitative discipline, yet often focuses upon abstract concepts which can be
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difficult to conceptualize and appropriately visualize at first glance. This book focuses on applying the hugely popular R
software specifically to the field, offering an accessible, step-by-step guide to tackling the challenges of achieving
effective data interpretation and summary. The authors adopt an engaging "learning by doing" approach that will enable
readers to develop an intuitive understanding of key population genetics concepts through the use of R. Beginning with
the groundwork of installing and using R (including CRAN and the RStudio IDE), the book works through the use of basic
commands for data manipulation. An introduction to basic terminology in population genetics follows, clearly explaining
how these fundamental assumptions can provide insights and form basic inferences for real populations. The focus then
moves onto statistical tests including writing and running algorithms as functions. Subsequent chapters examine genetic
variation, adaptation, and natural selection as well as different approaches to population differences. Importantly, the
accompanying set of practical exercises demonstrate that implementing all of these concepts via programming can
actually help greatly in understanding them, even if they may at first seem insurmountably complex. Finally, this
accessible textbook points the way forwards to other key concepts that are important to understanding modern day
population genetics research (in particular coalescent theory) and offers the reader useful launching points for further
learning. Population Genetics with R is aimed at students ranging from undergraduate to postgraduate level in the fields
of population genetics, ecology, evolutionary biology, conservation genetics, computational biology, and biostatistics.
Provides a choice of 46 laboratory topics and more than 200 experiments. Includes a diversity of instructional
approaches, including simple guided inquiries, more complex experimental designs, and original student investigations.
If you need to know it, it's in this book! Cracking the AP Biology Exam, 2013 Edition includes: • 2 full-length practice tests
with detailed explanations • A comprehensive biology test topic review, covering everything from photosynthesis to
genetics to evolution • A thorough review of all 12 AP Biology labs and possible testing scenarios • Review questions
and key term lists in every chapter to help you practice • Detailed guidance on how to write a topical, cohesive, pointwinning essay • Updated strategies which reflect the AP test scoring change
Drawing from the author's own work as a lab dveloper, coordinator, and instructor, this one-of-a-kind text for college
biology teachers uses the inquiry method in presenting 40 different lab exercises that make complicated biology subjects
accessible to major and nonmajors alike. The volume offers a review of various aspects of inquiry, including teaching
techniques, and covers 16 biology topics, including DNA isolation and analysis, properties of enzymes, and metabolism
and oxygen consumption. Student and teacher pages are provided for each of the 16 topics.
Biological evolution is a fact—but the many conflicting theories of evolution remain controversial even today. When
Adaptation and Natural Selection was first published in 1966, it struck a powerful blow against those who argued for the
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concept of group selection—the idea that evolution acts to select entire species rather than individuals. Williams’s famous
work in favor of simple Darwinism over group selection has become a classic of science literature, valued for its thorough
and convincing argument and its relevance to many fields outside of biology. Now with a new foreword by Richard
Dawkins, Adaptation and Natural Selection is an essential text for understanding the nature of scientific debate.
To cope with the abiotic stress-induced osmotic problems, plants adapt by either increasing uptake of inorganic ions from
the external solution, or by de novo synthesis of organic compatible solutes acting as osmolytes. Of the osmoregulants
and protectants discussed in this volume, trehalose, fructans, ectoine and citrulline, which are generated in
In The Evolutionary Biology of Colonizing Species, Professor Parsons uses the colonizing species as a case study in the
dynamics of microevolution at work in living systems.
This concise introduction addresses the theories behind population genetics and relevant empirical evidence, genetic
drift, natural selection, nonrandom mating, quantitative genetics, and the evolutionary advantage of sex.
Genetic Variation: A Laboratory Manualis the first compendium of protocols specifically geared towards genetic variation
studies, and includes thorough discussions on their applications for human and model organism studies. Intended for
graduate students and professional scientists in clinical and research settings, it covers the complete spectrum of genetic
variation—from SNPs and microsatellites to more complex DNA alterations, including copy number variation. Written and
edited by leading scientists in the field, the early sections of the manual are devoted to study design and generating
genotype data, the use of resources such as HapMap and dbSNP, as well as experimental, statistical, and bioinformatic
approaches for analyzing the data. The final sections include descriptions of genetic variation in model organisms and
discussions of recent insights into human genetic ancestry, forensics, and human variation.
Biology for AP® courses covers the scope and sequence requirements of a typical two-semester Advanced Placement®
biology course. The text provides comprehensive coverage of foundational research and core biology concepts through
an evolutionary lens. Biology for AP® Courses was designed to meet and exceed the requirements of the College
Board’s AP® Biology framework while allowing significant flexibility for instructors. Each section of the book includes an
introduction based on the AP® curriculum and includes rich features that engage students in scientific practice and AP®
test preparation; it also highlights careers and research opportunities in biological sciences.
Provides advice for taking the AP biology exam, discussing test-taking strategies, a review of the subject matter, a study
guide, and a practice exam with answers.
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